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Supernova e.
Tools that lead the way.





Efficiency is key.

Supernovate products are designed to promote a safe, clean, 
and hassle-free work environment in the clinic. Work can be a 
lot easier with tools that offer convenience, accessibility, and 
organization, leading to better results and more satisfaction.

Supernovate products are proudly made in the USA.



This sleek, mini RO pre-treatment station 
lets you sample water efficiently and orga-
nize your vials and bottles effortlessly.

Available in black and white. 
Color-coded hoses included.

inkletS
Ensuring Safe Water

No Spills.

No Problem.



A safe, secure system for
Bleach Mixing at your clinic.

All plumbing parts included but does  
not come with automatic mixer

Available in white only.



angivity
Wrap up cords and hoses with this handy hang-

er installed behind the dialysis machine, keep-
ing them off them the floor. This nifty gadget 

prevents water spillage, electrical hazards, and 
cross-contamination.

Available in white only.
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Place saline/IV bags at this 
multi-hook stand to keep 
surfaces and sinks clean.

Size is customized upon re-
quest.

Available in white only.

Dr ainBr idge

Eliminate clutter that gets in 
your way. 

These hangers do the job.

TIDY UP



Hanging GloveDen

Grab gloves instantly.
Replace boxes with ease.

Can fit 3 glove boxes. 

Available in black and white.



Get cleaner hands fast with 
this sanitizer & soap holder.

Single and double 
compartment holders are 
available.

Available in black and white.

rub-o-wash



Get more accurate results with 
this extra handy tool. Simply in-
sert the gauge inside and hang 
it securely behind the dialysis 
machine. Now you can cali-

brate with precision, completely 
hands-free.

The Pressure Gauge 
Hanger

ACCURACY MADE

EASY



Designed for the computer cart, this cable 
management box organizes loose wires 

and cords, keeping them out of your way. 
It also provides a slot for the digibox/rout-
er device. Single or double compartments 
are available depending on computer cart 

design.

Installation services are available upon re-
quest. An extrea fee may apply.

Available in black only
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Clip and hang evacuation kits 
with quick, easy access during 
emergencies. 



Organize jugs with accessibility and  
mobility using this multi-compartment cart.

Available in black and white. 

WE ALSO OFFER THESE SERVICES: 

1. Water system pre-treatment services including rebedding.
2. Dialysis machine repair and maintenance.
3. Computer cart refurbishing and cable management.
4. Drainage piping reinstallation
5. Dialysis chair cleanup and repair. 

Rack BNeat’



Contact Us

For general inquiries:
sinklet2014@gmail.com

(559)300-5655

www.supernovate.com


